2016 FOOTBALL GAMEDAY PERSONNEL LIST

Command Center/Dispatch: Mike McCracken
Timing/Chain Crew Coordinator: TBD
Officials Host: Glenn Bliss
West Sideline Down Box: Gorilla Baseball
Penalty Recorder: Gorilla Baseball
Ball Boys (6): Gorilla Baseball
Time-Out Coordinator: Kurt Long
Public Address: Darren Prather
Timer: Randy Turnbull
Play Clock: Charlie Jameson
Spotter: TBD
Scoreboard: Vern Morton
J-Tron Crew: Brad Wells (Field)
            Aaron Flood (Box)
            Nathan Flood (Box)
            CAPS (Box)
Field/J-Tron Promo Coordinator: Marissa Poppe
NPB Management: Norm Smith; Fred Whitcomb; Bobbie Bartok
Ticket Coordinators: Jill Minneman; TBD
Skybox Coordinator: Kim Quigley
Media Check-in (West Side): Ticket Office
J-Tron/Vis Parking: NPB
Library Parking: NPB
Crossland House Parking: Gorilla Baseball
All Parking: Mike McCracken